Looking for
offices for up to
30 people?...
...Then you need Greenlite
Greenlite is a new simple and flexible approach to office space that will
make running your business easier. Our value for money, all-inclusive
monthly charge means you know exactly what your costs will be.
Our terms start from just 1 month and, whatever you need, we can tailor a
flexible package that will suit you perfectly.
We’re already home to more than 300 small and medium-sized businesses
throughout the UK so we understand exactly what you need, and how the
small differences we make can make a big difference to you.

With Greenlite we’ve created a
package that offers real benefits to
our customers:
On-site personal contacts
The person you meet will handle the whole process.
With Greenlite there’s no waiting for approvals from
‘head office’. All our Estate Teams are specialists with
years of experience in looking after our customers and
they can help you find what you need – and then make
the whole process of moving in really painless.

Connectivity guaranteed
Using our established estate network providers we can
offer you guaranteed telecoms connections.

Flexibility and commitment
Greenlite packages are designed for the real world and
so, as your requirements change, we can help to make
the process easy. We know that your business needs
will always change and we will work with you to make
sure your accommodation needs are met.

If you need extra help
Our expertise and experience allows us to help you
in everything related to your offices. Whether it’s
partitioning, health and safety or anything else, our onsite teams can offer advice and even put you in contact
with our established network of suppliers who’ll offer
you great prices and excellent service.

Plain English and a speedy process
No more long delays while solicitors deal with
complicated leases. Our plain English agreements are
simple and straightforward. You could even move in
same day!

No small print
Our packages explain very simply what your monthly
charge includes and what it doesn’t. We include
everything you need and nothing you don’t – so you’re
not paying for things you’ll never use.

A sustainable environment
Greenlite offices are all on business estates where
sustainability is a core part of everything we do. So
comprehensive recycling, green transport initiatives, and
great landscaping is included at all our locations which
should save you both time and money.

Unrivalled facilities
All Greenlite office space is situated on prestigious
business estates in prime locations which already
benefit from on-site facilities that include child care,
restaurants, convenience stores, fitness centres,
conference and meeting facilities, and 24-hour security.

So whatever you’re looking for Greenlite will have the simple
answer. Just contact us on 01235 865 555 or visit
www.officesmadesimple.co.uk to find out more

